**Goal for the Life Night**
This Life Night will help the teens understand that no vocation is lived in isolation. This night will explore various relationships in a teen’s life and how those relationships are a means to grow closer to God and discover His calling for their lives.

**Life Night at a Glance**
This is the final night of the semester on vocations. This night seeks to show the teens that we need one another to grow in holiness and foster our primary vocation. This night begins with a game that shows the teens that a task is easier and less burdensome when done as a group. The teaching for this night will help the teens understand that living their vocation starts with loving one another. The Break will give the groups an opportunity to answer a few questions and set up an accountability system. The night will end with the small group members praying over each other.

**Environment**
The environment for this night should be a visible representation of how all vocations are interconnected. Around the room have large signs with all the various vocations (if possible, bring back the vocation booths from the “Now Hiring” Life Night). From the different signs (or booths), have string or yard connecting to all the others signs. If possible, the string should be one long piece strung around the room. The room should look like a tangled mess of string and should be difficult for the teens to maneuver around. This environment will become an important part of the Send.

**Before the Life Night**
At the entrance of the room, have a large sign that says, “No Talking, No Eye Contact, No Human Interaction.” As the teens enter, the room should be silent. Have Core Members enforce these rules. The point is to make everyone disconnected and isolated from one another. This exercise can be used in the teaching to demonstrate the importance of community.

**GATHER  15 Minutes**

**Gather and Introductions** (5 min)
The youth minister should break the silence and gather all the teens together. After he/she has welcomed everyone to the Life Night, ask a few teens for their reactions to being isolated at the beginning of the night. The youth minister should also introduce any teens at Life Night for the first time.

**“Give Me a Lift” Game**  (10 min)
For this game, you will need a plywood board that measures five feet by six feet. Ask for six guy volunteers and one girl volunteer (the guys should be strong and the girl should be small). Instruct the girl to sit on the board. The guys should stand around the board. The youth minister should instruct the six guys to pick up the board (with the girl on it) and lift her over their heads. Explain that the object of the game is to see how few guys it will take to keep this girl in the air. One at a time, the youth minister will ask one of the guys to step away from the board. When the board gets too unstable, the game is over (be sure to stop it before she falls). If time allow, have a second group do the same exercise. The youth minister should point out how much easier the task is when there are many people working together. This point will set up the rest of the night.

**PROCLAIM  10 Minutes**

**Teaching**  (10 min)
The final teaching for this semester will focus on how the teens can begin to live vocation in their lives now and how we are called to the sacrificial love Christ modeled for us on the cross.

The teaching for this night can be found on pages 96-99.
Break 30 Minutes

“Discerning your Vocation” Video (5 min)
Christopher Cuddy offers some practical advice on steps to take and tools to use in vocation discernment. Use this video to introduce a small group time on discernment.

“Discerning Your Vocation” Video can be found on Video Support 8

Small Group Discussion and Prayer (25 min)
Spend the first part of the break discussing the following questions:

1. We’ve talked a lot about different vocations and discernment tools. What were a few things that have stuck with you?

2. How do you see vocations differently after this semester?

3. What questions do you still have about vocations?

4. How have you begun to discern your vocation this semester?

5. How can we as a group pray for you?

After the questions, the group should commit to praying for and with one another (even after the semester or school year is over). Allow the teens to come up with their own commitments to prayer, intercession and accountability. Close the small group time by praying together as a group.

Send 20 Minutes

Recap and Large Group Sharing (5 min)
The youth minister should gather all the groups back together for a quick recap and sharing. The youth minister should remind the teens that no vocation can be lived in isolation; we need the support and prayers of each other. The youth minister should give a few teens an opportunity to share what God has been doing in their hearts and lives over the past semester.

Bound Together (15 min)
After the large group sharing, set a prayerful tone in the room by dimming the lights. The youth minister should remind the teens that we are baptized into one body in Christ. We are not alone, and no vocation can be fully lived without the others. We need one another. If possible, have the music minister present for this time to lead worship (or have a CD/iPod playing). Invite the teens to pray for their own vocation as well as their brothers and sisters in the room. During this time, the Core Members should walk around the room and pray over each teen. The prayer should be for the teen’s openness to God’s plan in his/her life. Once a Core Member has prayed over a teen, he/she should take a piece of the string that is around the room and wrap it around the teen’s wrist. Once all the teens have been prayed over, they should all be connected by the string. Once everyone is connected, the youth minister should read 1 Corinthians 12:27-31 and Ephesians 4:1-6 and close the night asking the intercession of Mary by praying the Hail Mary and Ave Maria.

Making It Work

• At the end of the Life Night, have a Core Member cut small pieces of the yarn or string from around the room. Give each teen a piece of the string and ask them to tie it to their wrist or ankle as a reminder of their commitment to pray for one another.

• A few days after the Life Night, send an email or Facebook message to the teens reminding them to pray for one another.

• If the group is small enough, have everyone participate in the “Give Me A Lift” game.

Community Connection

• As a recap of the semester, invite any of the priests, deacons, sisters or married couples that were involved throughout the semester to join you for the final Life Night.

• Post pictures of the priests, deacons and sisters in your community in the youth room and encourage the teens to pray for them specifically.

• Have the contact information for the vocation director in your diocese (as well as for local religious communities) posted in your office or youth room.
To the presenter: The teaching outlines given in this Curriculum Guide cover much more information than can be presented in a 10-minute talk. This is done on purpose. It is the role of presenter to be familiar with the topic and then prayerfully prepare the main points that will be presented to the teens. Use Scripture, Catechism and personal experience to convey the message.

So in the course of this semester we have covered the idea of vocations, what it means to live a vocation, and what the different types of vocations are. Tonight we want to talk about what vocations means to you, right now, tonight. What difference does it make when you are in high school? How does it impact the way that you are going to live your life? Does this mean that you have to change your life and start living a particular vocation right now? Do you even have to know for sure what your vocation is? How do you find what your vocation is? How can you be sure when you find it?

Tonight, we want to try to answer some questions, and put you in the right place where you can seek out the answers to the questions that may come up later, when the night is over and you have to apply these issues to your own life.

If there is one thing that we have to learn as Christians, it is that Jesus is our example when we are unsure. So many times we hear today that “if Jesus walked the earth today, He would...” The truth is that Jesus did walk the earth and left a number of examples of how He would behave, what His expectations would be, and what He would ask of us.

Jesus made love His number one priority. He loved those who followed him “to the end.” He told them that if they were to be a part of His body, they were to love. They were to love one another as He loved them. He literally makes love His commandment.

If Jesus tells us to love, what does that mean for us today and what does it look like? It’s not like there are a bunch of crosses lying around that we can get up on and let ourselves be crucified for others!

Love is a sacrifice.

Introduction: In this final night of the semester we are looking to bring the idea of the vocation home to the teens. Don’t focus so much on catechesis but let them see how each relationship in their lives is a way for them to focus on their vocation and to understand the call that God has placed in their hearts for a self-sacrificial love.

If you haven’t already, read the Pope’s latest encyclical Caritas in Veritate. It offers guidance in our pursuit of love in light of truth. Love without truth is not love at all, but merely emotion. In the end, vocation is about living in love, which means living in the truth that we were created in.

CCC 1823
John 13:1, 15:9, 12
Caritas in Veritate 7
Love is not just a sacrifice when it is convenient for us. Love means to desire a person’s good and to take the steps needed for them to have it. So part of following the example of Christ is to love the people around us. This means that we have to desire the good of the people around us. Through that we will find our vocation.

Think about it this way. If Jesus designed us and Jesus wants us to love, then each of us are designed to love in a particular way that no one else can. It is not just our duty, but it is simply the one thing that we can do that the rest of the world needs us to do, because no one else can fill that role!

This means that our love is an unselfish gift of ourselves to the world! It is our service to our fellow man, to all of mankind. There is nowhere in the definition of love that says: when it is convenient, when we think it is okay or when we are going to get something out of it. We are literally living for other people. The more that we do it, the more we are going to realize that by giving ourselves away in love we are finding who we are, what God created us for and what we are meant to be.

How is this love played out in the different relationships that we have every day?

The first thing we have to understand is that God did not restrict all power in the universe to Himself. In the sense that all things come from God, yes, He is the source of all power, but He does give us “dominion” over the earth. An important principle to remember about loving others is the principle of “subsidiarity.” This principle means that a “community of a higher order should not interfere with the internal life of a community of a lower order... but rather support it in case of need...” This means that our love should never dictate to others what they should do, but give them the freedom to pursue the good that we desire for them.

This means that your vocation right now is to love others and to help them, through their own free will, pursue the good that God has in store for them. You cannot force them to act a certain way, and you cannot impose your will on someone else, but you can support them in need and help to make sure that they are able to help others. The more that you give yourself away in this way, the more that you are going to find the gifts that God has blessed
you with, and the more you are going to see how Jesus is calling you into a specific vocation, a specific way of expressing the divine, sacrificial love of God.

This means that we have to respect the hierarchy of things. The spiritual is the most important because it is immortal. The physical and instinctive dimension of life, which seems to dominate our world today, is actually supposed to be submissive to the our soul, because the physical will not last forever. In respecting this hierarchy we have to respect that we live in a society.

Because we live in a society, we need to recognize and listen to the voices of authority, even if we don't want to hear what they have to say. Your parents, your older siblings, your teachers, your Core Members, your youth minister, your guidance counselors, your priests, your bishop, etc. All of these people have been placed in your life with the ability to guide you and to help you realize how God wants you to serve the world through His gift of self-sacrificial love.

The most important authority to listen to is God's. Just as in the same way that a guidance counselor cannot tell you the best college to go to if you do not visit him/her, God cannot guide you to the correct vocation if you do not open yourself up to Him in prayer. Only God knows exactly what is right for you because only God made you. Only God can tell you what to do with your life and lead you to the right opportunities and people, because only God is outside of time and space. If you don’t open yourself up to God on a regular basis, how are you going to be open to what God has in store for you? How are you going to be able to listen to what it is that he has to say if you are not in the practice of listening to him?

In order to find our vocation then, we need to:

1. Love others
2. Pay attention to how that love manifests our gifts
3. Listen to how God is calling us into a particular vocation through those around us, especially those in authority.
4. Most of all: pray
So how do you live "vocation" now when you are just a teenager?

The answer is simple, but like most things in life that are rewarding, is not easy.

Love.

To become love by loving others.

To love others by giving of yourself unselfishly so that they may have the good that you desire for them.

To understand that the good that you desire for them is a spiritual good because that is everlasting, while a physical or instinctual good is only temporary.

To realize that the best spiritual good for another person is that they get to heaven.

To understand that they get to heaven by living their own vocation, which means that they themselves must be allowed to love, to offer themselves as a sacrificial gift for others. We cannot do this for them and we cannot force it on them.

Sometimes this love is going to sting, hurt and make us uncomfortable.

In the end this love is going to reveal a way to love that is unique to us. It is going to point us to our spouse, be that another person, the Church, or Christ himself. In the end, it is going to reinforce our eventual vocation since all vocations are simply a different way of serving others, of desiring their good, of sacrificing for them so that they get to heaven.

The more we practice doing that, the more we will realize our particular vocation and our path in God's plan.
Core Planning Team:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
Date of Life Night:
__________________________________________________
One month prior to the Night:
☐ Give copies of the Life Night to each of the members of the planning team. Each person should read the Scripture and Catechism references as well as review the planning guide before the brainstorming meeting.

☐ Get the planning team together for a brainstorming meeting (this should last no longer than 1 hour). The team prays and discusses where the teens are in their faith journey in relation to this topic. Then using this planning guide as a starting point, the team adapts the Life Night to meet the needs of the teens and the parish. Create a detailed outline with any changes and/or adjustments.

☐ Assign the person responsible for each part of the Life Night:

  Environment ______________________________________
  Introductions ______________________________________
  Give Me A Lift _____________________________________
  Large Group Sharing _______________________________
  Bound Together ____________________________________

Two Weeks Prior to Life Night:
☐ Turn in a detailed outline of the Life Night to the youth minister. Allow the youth minister to give feedback and make any necessary changes.

☐ Create a list of needed supplies and materials. Assign a person to be responsible for collecting and/or purchasing the materials needed.

☐ Decide the people that will be doing the following things. Make sure they have a copy of the script and/or teaching outline. Inform them of any practices and/or deadlines.

Teaching __________________________________________

Week of the Life Night:
☐ Written outline of the teaching is given to the youth minister and practiced.

☐ Run a dress rehearsal of the Life Night. Youth minister gives feedback.

☐ Create environment and collect needed supplies.

☐ Email entire Core team an overview of the night and all small group questions.

Day of the Life Night:
☐ Set up the environment. Make sure the room is clean and presentable.

☐ Set up audio and video. Test the video clips to make sure both picture and sound work.

☐ Walk the entire Core team through the Life Night. Make sure all transitions are ready and everyone knows their roles.

☐ Pray! Pray for the teens attending the Night. Pray for God’s will to be done through the night. Pray over those involved.